Custom Aluminum Extrusions: To Your Specifications

**SIZES AVAILABLE:**
- Circle size: .250” - 24”
- Lengths: up to 50’
- Weight: up to 95 lbs/ft

**FINISHES:**
- Mill, Painted, Anodized & Mechanically Enhanced

Eastern Metal Supply holds the country’s largest private inventories for stocking customer’s proprietary profiles to assist with JIT production needs.

Often these profiles are fabricated or machined by EMS to enable them to immediately go to the end use product assembly.

We can offer design tips that improve mill productivity and in turn reduce your overall costs due to improved tooling life and production rates. Eastern Metal Supply leverages buying power combined with stocking programs to offer more value than buying direct. Mill minimums shipped to you over time improve cash flow and inventory turns.

**Concrete T-Rails & Forming**

![Concrete T-Rail Diagram]

**Features & Benefits:**
- aluminum surface gives a clean finished look
- aluminum form will never show brown rust stains typical of steel
- aluminum T-rail will maintain an attractive finish for many years
- aluminum T-rail becomes an integral form for the deck
- drip rail design directs water away from the balcony/sidewalk below
- light weight aluminum results in easier installation
- flexible extruded aluminum product allows faster pour set up

**Additional Sizes Available by Special Order**

- **1-1/2” T-Rail**
  - **90-63-1000 (NC/TX)**
  - **52-63-12790**
  - with Drip Edge; Light Wall

- **2” T-Rail**
  - **MILL ORDER EMSINT33252**
  - **50473 (NC)**
  - with Drip Edge

- **Concrete Shoring Beam**
  - **MILL ORDER EMSINT33252**
  - **4.250**
  - **7.564**

---

Eastern Metal Supply
Quality Shapes In Aluminum

**EMS FL**
- 1-800-432-2204
- (561) 588-4780 - fax

**EMS NC**
- 1-800-343-8154
- (704) 391-2267 - fax

**EMS TX**
- 1-800-996-6061
- (281) 656-2297 - fax

**EMS MO**
- 1-888-822-6061
- (314) 344-3349 - fax

**Additional Locations:** West Palm Beach & Lakeland, FL; Newark, DE; Akron, OH, Van Buren, AR; Atlanta, GA and Dallas, TX
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